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ALLOSAL RESPONSES OF FAST-RHYTHMIC-BURSTING NEURONS

URING SLOW OSCILLATION IN CATS
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bstract—The cortically generated slow oscillation consists of
ong-lasting hyperpolarizations associated with depth-positive
lectroencephalogram (EEG) waves and neuronal depolariza-
ions accompanied by firing during the depth-negative EEG
aves. It has previously been shown that, during the prolonged
yperpolarizations, the transfer of information from prethalamic
athways to neocortex is impaired, whereas the intracortical
ialogue is maintained. To study some of the factors that may
ccount for the maintenance of the intracortical information
ransfer during the hyperpolarization, intracellular recordings
rom association areas 5 and 7 were performed in anesthetized
ats, and the synaptic responsiveness of fast-rhythmic-burst-
ng, regular-spiking and fast-spiking neurons was tested using
ingle pulses to the homotopic sites in the contralateral areas.
uring the long-lasting hyperpolarizations callosal volleys elic-

ted in fast-rhythmic-bursting neurons, but not in regular-spik-
ng or fast-spiking neurons, large-amplitude excitatory post-
ynaptic potentials crowned by single action potentials or spike
lusters. Our data show that callosal volleys excite and lead to
piking in fast-rhythmic-bursting neurons during prolonged hy-
erpolarizations, thus enabling them to transmit information
ithin intracortical networks during slow-wave sleep. © 2007

BRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ey words: neuronal types, neocortex, sleep oscillations,
ilent states, active states.

ortically generated slow oscillation (�1 Hz) is character-
zed by sequences of depolarized (active) and hyperpolar-
zed (silent) phases in anesthetized and naturally sleeping
nimals (Steriade et al., 1993; Steriade et al., 2001;
imofeev et al., 2001), in humans (Achermann and Bor-
ely, 1997), and in cortical slices (Sanchez-Vives and
cCormick, 2000). During cortical electroencephalogram

EEG) depth-positive waves both cortical and thalamocor-
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ical neurons are hyperpolarized, far from the firing thresh-
ld (Contreras and Steriade, 1995; Contreras et al., 1996;
osanova and Timofeev, 2005). However, the intracortical
ialogue during silent phases of the slow oscillation could
e maintained (Timofeev et al., 1996; Shu et al., 2003;
eig et al., 2006). The mechanism of response mainte-
ance during the hyperpolarization of cortical neurons re-
ains unknown. Here we asked is there a particular type of

ortical neurons that could maintain intracortical interac-
ions during hyperpolarized phase of the slow oscillation?
sing contralateral (callosal) cortical stimulation, we dem-
nstrate that fast-rhythmic-bursting (FRB) neurons re-
pond with action potentials during both phases of the
ortical slow-oscillation, whereas regular-spiking (RS) and
ast-spiking (FS) neurons respond with spikes only during
he depolarizing phase of the slow oscillation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

xperiments were conducted on 20 adult cats anesthetized with
etamine–xylazine (10–15 and 2–3 mg/kg i.m., respectively). An-
mals were paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide (20 mg/kg) after
EG showed typical signs of deep general anesthesia, essentially
onsisting of slow oscillation (0.5–1 Hz). Supplementary doses of
nesthetics were administered at the slightest changes toward
ctivated EEG patterns. The cats were ventilated artificially with
he control of end-tidal CO2 at 3.5–3.7%. Body temperature was
aintained at 37–38 °C and heart rate was �90–100 beats/min.
he stability of intracellular recordings was ensured by drainage of
isterna magna, hip suspension, bilateral pneumothorax, and fill-
ng the hole made for recordings with a solution of 4% agar. At the
nd of experiences, a lethal dose of barbiturate was administered.
ll experimental procedures were performed in accordance with

he guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and the
.S. National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
aboratory Animals and were approved by the Committee for
nimal Care of Laval University. Every effort was made to mini-
ize the number of animals used and their suffering.

The details of experimental design and intracellular record-
ngs are the same as described previously (Cisse et al., 2003,
004). The duration of callosal stimuli was 0.2 ms. For each
euron, we established the threshold intensity for evoked excita-
ory post-synaptic potentials (EPSPs) and then use the doubled
ntensity for stimulation through the experiment. Electrical stimu-
ation was applied for 15–20 min, every 2–3 s, to evoke EPSPs.
he stimuli fell on either depolarizing or hyperpolarizing phases of

he slow oscillation. At least 50 callosally evoked responses were
aken randomly during each phase of the slow oscillation to detect
nd count the number of spikes in order to determine the percent-

ge of spike discharge incidence in each phase.

ved.
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RESULTS

ll recorded neurons were intracellularly stimulated with
epolarizing current pulses to identify their electrophysio-

ogical class, including the FRB category (Connors and
utnick, 1990; Gray and McCormick, 1996; Steriade et al.,
998). Out of more than 120 neurons recorded intracellu-

arly in areas 5 and 7, 48 neurons were retained for anal-
sis because they responded to the stimulation of the
ontralateral cortex. Of those, 25 were RS neurons (lo-
ated at depths between 0.7 and 1.5 mm), 15 were FRB
eurons (1–1.6 mm), and 8 were FS neurons (0.8–
.1 mm). Only one intrinsically-bursting cell was analyzed
ut callosal stimuli did not elicit responses of that neuron
uring the depolarizing phase of the slow oscillation.

Intracellular recording of an FRB neuron and corre-
ponding depth-EEG recording together with the electro-
hysiological identification of the neuron are presented in
ig. 1A, B. Spontaneously hyperpolarization-activated de-
olarizing sags occurring during the slow oscillation are

ndicated by arrows. Examples of FRB neurons’ responses
o callosal stimuli during the hyperpolarizing phase of slow
scillation and during 50–150 ms that preceded the onset
r followed the end of the hyperpolarizing phase are de-
icted in Fig. 1C. The half amplitude transitions from active

o silent states and from silent to active states were taken
s reference points. Before the onset of the hyperpolariz-

ig. 1. Responsiveness of FRB neurons to callosal stimulation during
nd spontaneous intracellular activity of a FRB neuron in area 5 of th
o the homotopic site in the right hemisphere. Arrows indicate spont
euron. (B) The identification of FRB neuron by depolarizing curren

ntracellular activity from the neuron depicted in (A), in each condition,
he slow oscillation (before), during the hyperpolarization, and during th
ith the incidence of spikes elicited in the FRB neuron depicted in (A)
3 FRB neurons. Statistically significant differences are indicated (t-te
ng phase the neuron responded with EPSPs, which in t
1% of cases led to spike generation. Similar relations
ere found during the active period that followed silent
tates, but the incidence of spikes was higher (Fig. 1D).
uring the hyperpolarizing phase of slow oscillation, that
euron responded with large-amplitude depolarizing re-
ponses which were invariably accompanied by spikes
Fig. 1C, D). Thirteen of 15 intracellular recorded FRB neu-
ons showed similar relations, namely, more than 60% of
ontralateral stimuli applied during the hyperpolarizing phase
f the slow oscillation elicited firing; the percentage of stimuli
liciting action potentials was lower during the subsequent
epolarization; and during the active period that preceded the
nset of the hyperpolarizing phase the probability of callosally
voked spiking was lowest, a difference that was statistically
ignificant (t-test, P�0.01) (Fig. 1E).

The same analyses were performed on 25 RS neurons
Fig. 2A, B) and 8 FS neurons, and demonstrated striking
ifferences between them and FRB neurons. Stimuli ap-
lied during the hyperpolarizing phase of the slow oscilla-
ion elicited depolarizing responses, but none led to spike
eneration (Fig. 2C). The ability to generate more spikes
efore the onset and after the end of the hyperpolarizing
hase compared with that silent period (Fig. 2D), was
tatistically significant (t-test, P�0.001) in RS neurons.
imilar results to those obtained in RS neurons, but dis-

inctly different from those in FRB cells, were obtained in

phases of the slow oscillation. (A) The two traces depict depth-EEG
isphere and five stimuli, indicated by filled circles, applied every 3 s
occurring hyperpolarization-activated depolarizing sags in the FRB

(C) Two superimposed traces of the depth-EEG and spontaneous
responses during the periods preceding the hyperpolarizing phase of
g period (after). Stimuli are indicated by closed circles. (D) Histogram
lateral stimulation. (E) Histogram with population data obtained from
.05; ** P�0.01).
different
e left hem
aneously
t pulse.
illustrate
e followin
he sample of FS neurons (Fig. 2E, F).
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ig. 2. Responsiveness of RS and FS neurons to callosal stimulation during different phases of the slow oscillation. (A) The two traces depict
epth-EEG and spontaneous intracellular activity of a RS neuron in area 5 of the left hemisphere and five stimuli, indicated by filled circles, applied
very 2 s to the homotopic site in the right hemisphere. (B) Two superimposed traces in each condition illustrate the behavior of the RS neuron
resented in (A) to callosal stimulation during cortical slow-oscillation. FS neurons have a similar behavior and therefore are not illustrated here.
C) Electrophysiological identification of RS neurons. (D) Histogram with the average incidence of elicited spikes in the population of RS neurons
n�25). (E) Electrophysiological identification of FS neurons. (F) Histogram with the average incidence of elicited spikes in the population of FS

eurons (n�8). Statistically significant differences are indicated (t-test, ** P�0.05; *** P�0.001).
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The variant responses of FRB vs. RS and FS neurons
ere probably due to higher amplitude EPSPs elicited in
RB neurons by callosal volleys and to a different set of

ntrinsic currents (see below). Indeed, the majority (13 of
5) of FRB neurons spontaneously displayed depolarizing
ags following the initial hyperpolarizations that were as-
ociated with EEG depth-positive waves (Fig. 1A). All
hose FRB neurons fired single action potentials or clusters
f spikes in response to callosal stimulation during the
hase of neuronal hyperpolarization of the slow oscillation.
e were unable to elicit depolarizing sags of comparable

mplitude with intracellularly applied pulses in most FRB
eurons (not shown).

DISCUSSION

he increased ability of FRB neurons to generate action
otentials in response to callosal volleys during the hyper-
olarizing phase of the slow oscillation could be related to
he observed depolarizing sag. The depolarizing sag in
esponse to hyperpolarizing inputs usually leads to re-
ound excitation and is associated with the presence of Ih
Pape, 1996). Since we did not observe similar depolariz-
ng sag during somatically applied hyperpolarizing current
ulses, we hypothesize that the depolarizing sag in FRB
eurons originates in dendrites. In layer V pyramidal neu-
ons the number of h channels increases exponentially
ith distance from soma (Kole et al., 2006). It is still not
lear whether or not Ih is expressed in FRB neurons.

Other voltage-dependent intrinsic currents of cortical
eurons could lead to the enhancement of responsiveness
uring hyperpolarizing phases of slow oscillation (Llinas,
988; Schwindt and Crill, 1995; de la Pena and Geijo-
arrientos, 1996; Huguenard, 1996; Pape, 1996; Pare
t al., 1998; Hutcheon and Yarom, 2000). This enhance-
ent could be particularly important for FRB neurons that
emonstrated threefold larger amplitudes of callosally in-
uced EPSPs compared with other neuronal types (Cisse
t al., 2003). The presence of large-amplitude EPSPs
ould be due to convergence of callosal inputs onto FRB
eurons from multiple contralateral sources. The high input
esistance of cortical neurons during the hyperpolarizing
hase of the slow oscillation (Contreras et al., 1996; Pare
t al., 1998; Steriade et al., 2001) and higher driving force
f EPSPs at hyperpolarized voltages amplify EPSPs’ am-
litudes. However, this mechanism works equally for all
euronal types (not only for FRB neurons). Different data
ere obtained from layer 2–3 rat barrel cortex suggesting

hat differences in input resistance (Waters and Helmchen,
006) may be species-, layer- or modality-dependent.
hus, we propose that a unique set of intrinsic neuronal
urrents, which characterizes FRB firing pattern is also
esponsible for the enhancement of FRB neuron re-
ponses during hyperpolarizing phases of slow oscillation.

The FRB neurons which are located in both superficial
nd deep cortical layers (Timofeev et al., 2000) could play
n important role in sustaining intracortical communication
uring both active and silent states of the cortical network,

ia callosal volleys, that represent a pure cortical mecha-
ism. Furthermore, their ability to generate bursts make
ynaptic efficacy more reliable (Lisman, 1997). The capac-
ty of FRB neurons to fire spikes during hyperpolarizing
hases of slow oscillation could be particularly important
or sensory processing during sleep oscillations. Animal
nd human studies have demonstrated that peripheral
omatosensory stimuli reach neocortex during all phases
f slow sleep oscillation (Massimini et al., 2003; Rosanova
nd Timofeev, 2005) and intracortical whisker-evoked sen-
ory responses in the barrel cortex are stronger during
yperpolarizing phases of cortical oscillation as compared
ith depolarizing phases (Petersen et al., 2003; Sachdev
t al., 2004). In these examples the FRB neurons, in
articularly those receiving direct thalamic inputs (Steriade
t al., 1998), could play a critical role in the generation of

ntracortical dialogues, while the other neurons just reflect
ctivity of FRB neurons.

In this study we demonstrated that during silent net-
ork states, the FRB neurons, unlike RS and FS cells,
re action potentials in response to callosal volleys.
herefore, the FRB neurons may be the only type of
ortical neurons that could efficiently maintain the intra-
ortical dialogue during all phases of slow sleep
scillation.
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